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Course information outlines

 Introduction to Pattern Recognition Systems
 Bayesian Decision Theory and Optimal Classifiers
 Linear Discriminant Functions and Classifiers
 Classifier Evaluation
 Feature Selection
 Dimensionality reduction
 Unsupervised Learning and Clustering



Course information Recommended Books

Textbooks and References
 Pattern Classification (2nd ed.) by Richard 

O. Duda, Peter E. Hart and David G. Stork, 
Wiley Interscience, 2001.

 Pattern  recognition (4th  ed.) by S. 
Theodoridis, K. Koutroumbas, Academic  
Press, 2009.

 Introduction to pattern recognition : a 
MATLAB® approach by S. Theodoridis, K. 
Koutroumbas, Academic Press, 2010.



Course information

Evaluation of Outcomes

 Midterm Exam    20%
 Final Exam  40%
 Final Project 20%
 Lecture 10%
 Homework 10%

Grading



Introduction Human Perception

Humans have developed highly sophisticated skills for
sensing their environment and taking actions according to
what they observe, e.g.,

• recognizing a face,
• understanding spoken words,
• reading handwriting,
• distinguishing fresh food from its smell.

We would like to give similar capabilities to machines.



“scientific discipline whose goal is the classification 
of objects into a number of categories” (Theodoridis
et al.)

“the act of taking in raw data and taking an action 
based on the category of the pattern” (Duda et al.)

“pattern recognition is the assignment of a label to a 
given input value” (Wikipedia)

Introduction What is it?



A pattern is an entity that could be given a name, e.g.
• fingerprint image,
• handwritten word,
• human face,
• speech signal,
• Biomedical image,
• DNA sequence, …

Pattern recognition is the study of how machines can 
• observe the environment,
• learn to distinguish patterns of interest,
• make reasonable decisions about the categories of the patterns.
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English handwriting recognition

Introduction Applications



Fingerprint recognition.

Introduction Applications



Introduction Applications

Iris Recognition

Retina Scanning



Introduction Applications

Face recognition

texture recognition



Building and building group recognition using satellite data

Cancer detection and grading using microscopic tissue data

Introduction Applications



Introduction Applications

License plate recognition

Microarray Data Classification



Introduction Applications

Object Detection (robotics)



Problem domain Application Input Pattern Pattern 
Classes

Document image analysis Optical character 
recognition

Document image Characters,
words

Document classification Junk mail filtering Email Junk/non-junk

Speech recognition Telephone directory 
assistance

Speech waveform Spoken words

Biometric recognition Personal 
identification 

Face, fingerprint Authorized users 
for access control

Medical Computer aided 
diagnosis 

Microscopic image Cancerous/
healthy cell

Military Automatic target 
recognition 

Optical or infrared image Target type

Industrial automation Fruit sorting Images taken 
on a conveyor belt

Grade of quality

Bioinformatics Microarray
Technology

Gene expression profile Sample class

Introduction Applications



Journal ranking for Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition

Introduction Journals

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=1707



Pattern Recognition

Impact Factor: 3.096
Imprint: ELSEVIER
ISSN: 0031-3203

The Journal of Pattern
Recognition Research
(JPRR)

International Journal of 
Applied Pattern 
Recognition

Pattern Recognition Letters

Impact Factor: 1.062
Imprint: NORTH-HOLLAND
ISSN: 0167-8655

Pattern Analysis and Applications

Impact Factor: 0.814
Imprint: Springer
ISSN: 1433-7541

International Journal of
Pattern Recognition and
Artificial Intelligence

Impact Factor: 0.56
Imprint: World Scientific 
ISSN: 0218-0014

Introduction Journals



Introduction Extreme approaches

• Generative Methods:

Determine models of how patterns are formed.

Use these models to perform discrimination.

(Methods based on bayes decision theory)

• Discriminative Methods:

Don’t model pattern formation.

Instead extract features from patterns and make decision using 
these features.

(Methods such as Linear Discriminant Analysis & Neural networks )



Introduction Concepts

• class, model
• feature, feature vector
• feature extraction
• training patterns, training samples, training data
• testing patterns, testing samples, test data
• cost, risk
• classifier
• decision boundary
• generalization
• supervised vs. unsupervised learning



Introduction An example

Problem: Sorting incoming fish on a 
conveyor belt according to species.

Assume that we have only two kinds 
of fish:

 Sea bass
 Salmon



Introduction An example

What kind of information can distinguish one
species from the other?
length, width, weight, number and shape of fins, tail
shape, etc.

What can cause problems during sensing?
lighting conditions, position of fish on the conveyor belt,
camera noise, etc.

What are the steps in the process?
capture image → isolate fish → take measurements →
make decision

Decision Process



Introduction An example

Assume a fisherman told us that a sea
bass is generally longer than a salmon.

We can use length as a feature and decide
between sea bass and salmon according
to a threshold on length.

Selecting Features

Given that there truly are differences
between the population of sea bass and
that of salmon, we view them as having
different models: different descriptions,
which are typically mathematical in form.



Introduction An example

Selecting Features

Histograms of the length feature for two types of 
fish in training samples. 

How can we choose the threshold to make a reliable decision?



Introduction An example

Selecting Features

Histograms of the lightness feature for two types of
fish in training samples.

It looks easier to choose the threshold x but we still cannot make a perfect
decision.



Introduction An example

Cost of error

We should also consider costs of different errors 
we make in our decisions.
For example, if the fish packing company knows 
that:

 Customers who buy salmon will object 
vigorously if they see sea bass in their 
cans.

 Customers who buy sea bass will not be 
unhappy if they occasionally see some 
expensive salmon in their cans.



Introduction An example

Such considerations suggest that there
is an overall single cost associated with
our decision, and our true task is to
make a decision rule (i.e., set a decision
boundary) so as to minimize such a
cost.

This is the central task of decision
theory of which pattern classification is
perhaps the most important subfield.



Multiple Features

We can use two features in our decision:

lightness: x1

width: x2

Each fish image is now represented as a point 
(feature vector ) in a two-dimensional feature 
space.

Does adding more features always improve the 
results?

Introduction An example



Decision Boundaries

If our models were extremely complicated, our
classifier would have a decision boundary more
complex than the simple straight line.

Introduction An example



Decision Boundaries

Can we do better with another decision rule?

More complex models result in more complex 
boundaries.

We may distinguish training samples
perfectly but how can we predict
how well we can generalize to
unknown samples?

Introduction An example



Introduction

Data collection:

• Collecting training and testing data.
• How can we know when we have adequately large and 

representative set of samples?

Collect 
data

Select 
Features

Select 
Model

Train 
Classifier

Evaluate 
Classifier

Process Diagram



Introduction Process Diagram

Select Features:
• Prior information.
• Computational cost and feasibility.
• Discriminative features.
• Similar values for similar patterns.
• Different values for different patterns.
• Invariant features with respect to translation, rotation and 

scale.
• Robust features with respect to occlusion, distortion, 

deformation, and variations in environment.

Collect 
data

Select 
Features

Select 
Model

Train 
Classifier

Evaluate
Classifier



Introduction Process Diagram

Select Model:

• Prior information.
• Generative vs. Descrimintive models.
• Handling of missing features.
• Computational complexity.
• How can we know how close we are to the true model 

underlying the patterns?

Collect 
data

Select 
Features

Select 
Model

Train 
Classifier

Evaluate
Classifier



Introduction Process Diagram

Train Classifier:

• How can we learn the rule from data?
• Supervised learning: a teacher provides a category label or 

cost for each pattern in the training set.
• Unsupervised learning: the system forms clusters or natural 

groupings of the input patterns.
• Reinforcement learning: no desired category is given but the 

teacher provides feedback to the system such as the decision 
is right or wrong.

Collect 
data

Select 
Features

Select 
Model

Train 
Classifier

Evaluate
Classifier



Introduction Process Diagram

Evaluate Classifier:

• How can we estimate the performance with training samples?
• How can we predict the performance with future data?
• Problems of over fitting and generalization.

Collect 
data

Select 
Features

Select 
Model

Train 
Classifier

Evaluate
Classifier



Measurements of physical variables.

• Removal of noise in data
• Isolation of patterns of interest 

from the background.
Finding a new representation 
in terms of features.

Learning a mapping between
features and pattern groups
and categories.

Using features and learned
models to assign a pattern to
a category.

Evaluation of
confidence in
decisions

Introduction Process Diagram



Introduction Process Diagram

The Sub-problems of Pattern Classification:

o Feature Extraction 

o Over-fitting

o Model Selection

o Prior Knowledge

o Missing Features

o Evidence Pooling

o Costs and Risks




